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Abstract: The level of enterprise knowledge management is becoming an important means to measure their 
competitiveness. Inside the cement companies, the efficient and comprehensive management is come from the 
encoded data with a high degree of structure. But for that hard-to-codified tacit knowledge, the enterprise lacks of 
effective organization. This paper analyzes the advantages of case-based reasoning and BP neural network in case 
retrieval, and combines the features respectively to design the BP-CBR case retrieval model. The model joins BP 
neural network technology to the case organization index and retrieval stage of case-based reasoning, which 
makes up for the defect of traditional case-based reasoning. Through using the retrieval instance of a cement 
energy program, it verifies the effective application of knowledge management in the field of energy-saving 
reconstruction. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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1. Introduction 
 

With the intensification of the energy crisis, many 
of the high energy consumption enterprises are 
committed to implement their own energy-saving 
reconstruction. As the basis of national construction, 
the cement production enterprises should finish the 
integration of system resources and implementation of 
knowledge management (KM) well, which is an 
important factor to reshape its core competitiveness. 
Due to the complex process and diverse energy 
consumption of cement production, we need a 
different energy-saving program to complete the 
different implementation direction. How to improve 
the organization and management level of cement 
enterprise case knowledge in the field of 
energy-saving reconstruction, and complete the 

retrieval of energy-saving programs efficiently, is 
particularly important to the implementation of the 
enterprise KM. 

The traditional case-based reasoning (CBR) is 
often combined with the rule-based reasoning (RBR) 
technology, so that is able to avoid the bottleneck of 
knowledge acquisition and take advantage of the RBR 
technology to achieve the case adaptation and 
correction [1]. The literature [2] using the BP neural 
network pattern matching capacity to make up for the 
CBR technology defects, implement the classification 
function of case retrieval, but failed to give full play to 
its retrieval advantage in CBR processing.  

In this paper, based on systematic analysis of the 
technical characteristics of the CBR and BP neural 
network, we using the BP neural network to replace 
the part of stage during CBR process to improve the 
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efficiency. Not only did we figure out a way to make 
up for the defects of the CBR treatment system in case 
index as well as the definition of similarity, but also 
avoid the problem of BP neural network, the reasoning 
process is not visible, and the lack of explanation 
mechanism. Then, we establish the BP-CBR case 
retrieval model, and utilize the powerful pattern 
recognition and self-learning ability of the BP neural 
network to achieve the index classification in 
case-base, reduce the search space, and improve the 
retrieval speed. More than that, we also realized the 
case similarity retrieval algorithm by the good feature 
extraction of BP neural network. Before the case 
retrieval, we established the knowledge frame 
network of energy-saving reconstruction and divided 
cases into different rank. Finally, we verified an 
enterprise-class energy-saving retrieval instance of the 
cement industry, and confirmed the validity of the 
BP-CBR case retrieval model. 

 
 

2. CBR and BP Neural Network 
 

2.1. CBR 
 

The case-based reasoning technology simulates 
the cognitive psychological process of human being, 
and solves the current problems by using past practical 
experience. When faced with a new problem, the CBR 
will compare differences of occurred background and 
relevant parameters between the old and new problem, 
and make some proper adjustments and amendment to 
similar problems, that is, to re-use the previous 
information and solve the current problems [3]. 

CBR technology does not need to master the 
explicit domain knowledge model, thus avoiding the 
bottleneck of knowledge acquisition during the 

traditional RBR. And the incremental self-learning 
mode will allow coverage of the CBR case base 
continues to improve with continued use, and get a 
better reasoning effect. A typical CBR process is 
mainly composed of case retrieval, case reuse, case 
correction and case preservation, as shown in Fig. 1. 

 
 

2.2. BP Neural Network 
 
The artificial neural network (ANN) is a 

simulation of the structure and function of biological 
neural networks, which is used to deal with some 
problems that general mathematical model difficult or 
impossible to solve. The BP neural network model is 
the most commonly used network with one-way 
transmission and multi-layer feed-forward. The 
learning ability of hidden layer unit inside the BP 
network model can ensure its powerful information 
processing capacity, and the model is simple and 
practical and is widely used in pattern recognition, 
pattern classification, pattern matching and other 
fields. 

BP neural network model is powerful, but there are 
also problems such as learning slowly, local minimum 
value, and network structure determination without 
scientific theory guidance. At present, the ANN is 
being developed a large-scale application form, using 
automatic, efficient network structure design methods 
will be able to enhance the efficiency of project [4]. A 
typical three-layer BP neural network model is shown 
in Fig. 2. It includes an input layer, an output layer and 
a hidden layer, and the node unit activation function is 
usually a sigmoid type. BP neural network can be 
regarded as a highly nonlinear mapping from input to 
output. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Case-based reasoning process. 
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Fig. 2. BP neural network structure. 
 
 
3. The Design Ideas of the Case Retrieval 

in Cement Enterprise KM 
 

At present, the effective implementation of KM 
has become an important factor of the enterprise to 
reshape its core competitiveness. Inside the cement 
companies, the efficient and comprehensive 
management is come from the encoded data with a 
high degree of structure. But for that hard-to-codified 
tacit knowledge, the enterprise is lack of effective 
organization and management. This tends to make the 
enterprise in the face of new problem, even before 
have encountered and treated the same or similar 
circumstances, but because of the lack of platform 
support, failed to save the full case records, resulting 
in problems processing mode cannot go on. 
Obviously, this situation will lead to a duplication of 
investment in enterprise human, material and 
financial, even make the efficiency and effectiveness 
of the problem solving stranded in a lower level [5, 6]. 
Therefore, improving the level of case knowledge 
organization and management, completing the case 
retrieval efficiently is an important way to solve the 
above problems. 

The traditional CBR model can make up for many 
of the shortcomings of the conventional knowledge 
processing system, but there are inadequacies: the 
case indexing difficulties; difficult to complete the 
definition of case similarity; the size of the case base 
affects retrieval efficiency; the reasoning process 
ignores the statistical information. The BP neural 
network model also has limitations: high require for 
the typicality and quantity of case data; reasoning 
process is not visible; the knowledge processing 
outside the system “boundary” is very inefficient. 
While both have flaws, but at the same time there are 
complementary. BP neural network has strong robust 
and feature extraction capabilities, so it can be part of 
the stage into the CBR. 

This article uses the BP neural network to establish 
the index classification of case base, reducing the 
search space and improving the retrieval speed. Then, 
we realize a case similarity retrieval algorithm with 
BP neural network to improve the case retrieval 
capabilities of traditional CBR. 

4. The Case Retrieval Model of Energy 
Saving Reconstruction 

 
4.1. The Case Representation of Energy 

Saving Reconstruction 
 
The case representation is the premise and 

foundation of the entire CBR research. The article 
uses the frame to extract the properties characteristic 
of the case. The frame name, a number of grooves and 
sides are forming a complete frame. Each groove 
describes a part of case, a side in this part describes a 
group of characteristic attributes, a groove value or 
side value is a particular feature value. The feature 
value may be either a specific value, and may be an 
operation or process, can also be the name of another 
frame, which enables the lateral calls between the 
frames and create a complex frame network. In the 
frame network, the lower frame can inherit the public 
groove from the upper frame, and can also be 
supplemented or modified, so not only reduce the 
redundancy and ensure the consistency of knowledge 
[7]. 

Cement enterprise case content of energy-saving 
relates to the different production processes and 
implementation direction, so we use the frame 
network to describe the case composition, as shown in 
Fig. 3. The energy-saving knowledge frame (KF) 
described a complete enterprise-class energy program. 
The frame contains a public groove and a feature 
groove, used to describe the general knowledge and 
characteristics knowledge of the case known part. The 
feature groove value is set to a specific frame name for 
the feature KF group, horizontal linkages between the 
feature frames. The feature KF group by seven 
independent frames, each frame has a dedicated 
inherited groove used to store public properties 
inherited by the upper frame. So far, we have 
established horizontal and vertical ties between the 
frames, achieved the calls between different frames, 
and the channels that upper to lower frame. 

 
 

4.2. BP-CBR Case Retrieval Model 
 
Based on the above idea, we combine the 

respective advantages of the BP neural network with 
CBR to create the BP-CBR case retrieval model, as 
shown in Fig. 4. 

First of all, using the BP neural network pretreat 
the energy-saving case sample to achieve the 
classification of the case index. There are feature 
properties inside the vector of the input layer, and 
typical energy-saving cases inside the vector of the 
output layer. The case index process is divided into 
model-learning and retrieval classification. 
Model-learning is input training sample to the BP 
neural network for training network model, and then 
use the trained network to establish the index 
classification of sub-case base. The case index 
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classification is shown in Fig. 5. Index classification is 
input the target case to the trained classification 
network model, and gets the corresponding sub-case 

base. Then the system retrieves similar cases from the 
sub-case base, and makes better retrieval efficiency 
even when a larger scale case base. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. The KF network of energy-saving reconstruction case. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. BP-CBR case retrieval model. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. The index classification of Energy-saving reconstruction case. 
 
 

Second, the system can use the BP neural network 
algorithm to retrieve similar cases in the sub-case base 
in order to get the optimal energy-saving case. BP 
neural network has the advantages of distributed 
storage, and feature extraction function, but there is 
also exists some drawback. So, we can use the genetic 
algorithm to learn the weights of BP network, and 
make weights generating automatically and 
efficiently. Then, we will be able to meet the 
computing requirements to build a three-layer BP 

network structure, as shown in Fig. 6. The input layer 
nodes composed of two parts, one each for the 
characteristic properties of the input target case T  
and source case S . The output layer node gets the 
similarity value of the two cases after the 
characteristics extracted and parallel processing 
through the hidden layer. The number of hidden layer 
nodes is determined by analyzing the experimental 
data. 
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Fig. 6. Case retrieval structure based  
on BP neural network. 

 
Before the sample input of target case T  and 

source case S , you need to use the membership 
function to pre-process the data, and ensure that the 
input range in [0, 1]. The characteristic information 
with two values can be directly assigned to 0 or 1. 
The activation function takes the sigmoid function: 
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In the equation, kv represents the neuron nodes 

input-weighted sum, ky represents the node output. 

The control parameter a values 1.72 and the control 

parameter b values 0.67. Disposed there are n source 
cases in sub-case base, and input the target case, the 
single calculated output of the network is the 

similarity ip between the target case T and the i-th 

source case is , i = 1, 2, 3…n. The BP neural network 

retrieved to get the similarity vector 

}...,,{ 21 npppp  , and the vector represents the 

case similarity the step membership function value 
complete works. It is represented by a set of discrete 
values, such as (0.35, 0.5, 0.7, 0.85). Then, we choose 
a collection of similar cases from the sub-case that 
meet the threshold requirements. The collection called 
candidate set C of search results. 

Assumptions there are t similar cases in the 

candidate set C , the each similar case corresponding 
to the energy-saving program output is a 

one-dimensional vector if composed by different 

energy-saving measures. The retrieval function of the 
neural network is not the simple sum of output results, 

but by the respective weights iw of the sum of the final 

energy-saving program output F : 
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Among them, the calculation of the energy-saving 
program output weight vector 

}...,,{ 21 twwww  by the similarity of each case, 

the proportion of computing [8]. 
 
 

5. The Case Retrieval Instance of Energy 
Saving Reconstruction 

 
Based on the above, the case of energy-saving 

reconstruction consists of different characteristics KF, 
and the different frame corresponding to the data 
sample format will also be different. Therefore, we 
need to adopt a dynamic neural network structure 
generated model used to distinguish between the 
different data samples. The following background to 
research case retrieval process based on the BP-CBR 
model for enterprise-class energy-saving case. 

We selected a cement enterprise’s basic 
information as the sample vectors input to the trained 
BP neural network. The basic properties characteristic 
includes: enterprise status, firm size, region, 
production process, materials structure, product range, 
energy varieties, kiln type, heat generation, purchase 
and sale of electricity and clinker, compressive 
strength, mill types, power structure, standard type, 
energy-saving target, and so on. For binary 
information, such as purchase and sale of electricity 
(presence of purchase and sale or does not exist), can 
be directly assigned to 0 or 1 state. 

After the trained BP neural network classification 
pre-processing, the output of the sample results is the 
index number of the corresponding sub-case base. 
Samples information shown in Table 1. 
 
 

Table 1. The classification index samples. 
 

Sample input Sample output 

Properties Sample result Sub 

1 0.4 0.5 0.6 0 … 0.03 0.14 0.91 1# 

1 0.7 0.5 0.7 1 … 0.21 0.89 0.02 2# 

0 0.8 0.7 0.8 1 … 0.84 0.07 0.05 3# 

 
 

For sample 1, the neural network output (0.03, 
0.14, 0.91), match the desired output (0, 0, 1), it 
should be into the 1# sub-case base for similar cases 
retrieved, and then start the new retrieval in the 
sub-case base. 

Still focus on sample 1, we input the target case 
sample to the trained BP neural network that meet the 
requirements of the sub-case base four candidate set. 
The similarity of the candidate sets and the target case, 
and the energy-saving measures vectors of candidate 
set, as shown in Table 2. 

The corresponding entry of the vector of 
energy-saving measures in the table cannot be fully 
listed, the part is: composite Portland cement 
production, waste alternative to traditional fuels, use 
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of iron and steel enterprises arc slag instead of 
limestone, the raw materials process control systems, 
mechanical and pneumatic hybrid delivery system, to 
increase the amount of fan air intake, optimizing 
insulation refractories, using far inverter technology, 
low (high) temperature warm-up power generation, to 
increase the preheater preheating stage, the use of 
advanced mill, improved grinding media, using the 
factory lighting control system, to strengthen heat 
recovery measures, corporate the meticulous 
management program content, and so on.  
 
 

Table 2. Candidate set of energy-saving case samples. 
 

Num Similarity Energy-saving measures vectors 

1 0.53 0.13 0.00 0.52 0.00 0.61 … 

2 0.67 0.00 0.00 0.75 0.11 0.00 … 

3 0.82 0.10 0.00 0.63 0.06 0.00 … 

4 0.41 0.08 0.17 0.67 0.00 0.00 … 

 
 

The similarity vector of the candidate set is shown 
as (0.53, 0.67, 0.82, 0.41) in table, then we can 
calculate the corresponding weight vector w  (0.22, 
0.28, 0.34, 0.17). Through the formula 2, we can get 
the output vector of the energy-saving solution  
F = (0.077, 0.029, 0.652, 0.051, 0.134…), seen by the 
principle of maximum degree of membership the third 
corresponding energy-saving measures in the table 
may be the most suitable in the case to be solved, that 
is the use of iron and steel enterprises arc residue 
instead of limestone. 

It should be noted that the case retrieval model 
based on the BP-CBR, the network training and 
retrieve are two separate processes, meaning that 
training does not retrieve, retrieving when not 
training. 

 
 

6. Conclusions 
 
In the context of knowledge-based economy, how 

to integrate existing system resources quickly, and 
implement knowledge management within the 
enterprise effectively, which are the important factors 

of the enterprise to reshape their core competitiveness. 
This article uses the BP neural network to establish the 
index classification of case base, reducing the search 
space and improving the retrieval speed. And realize a 
case similarity retrieval algorithm with BP neural 
network to improve the case retrieval capabilities of 
traditional CBR. Finally, through a case instance of 
cement energy-saving reconstruction to achieve the 
BP-CBR retrieval process, and received a good 
retrieval effect. 
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